
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The TRENDITION Collection reflects the DNA of 
SAHCO more than any other of the 2013 
Collection themes. Fashion and tradition have been 
interwoven to create a contemporary aesthetic at 
international standard. Traditional manufacturing 
techniques plus the finest weaving and finishing 
techniques combined with fresh, subtle colours have 
produced a wonderfully unusual range of furnishing 
fabrics. The Collection is self-confident and 
uncompromising. Every fabric is a statement, 
captivating everyone with the many different 
aspects of textile design.  
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BOUQUET  

Decoration  
Art. no. 2593 
4 colours 
Width 142 cm / 56 inch  ↔  
Repeat 68 cm / 27 inch 
78PES/22SE 
IXCKP     Qc 
 

 
The focal point and highlight of the TRENDITION collage collection is the decorative fabric BOUQUET, a 
super-fine multi-coloured jacquard woven on a silk warp. The spectacular design featuring luxurious rose 
blossoms was inspired by traditional cross-stitch work. The modern realisation of a classic textile technique 
is wonderfully contemporary. The over-large rose pattern in three colours is spread as a bouquet of 
flowers across the fine silk background and is pictorially depicted in a fine-quality weave. The 4 colour 
combinations include soft pastel shades, but also fashionably current colours such as fuchsia and strong 
yellow. 
 
 

  

 
 

MOIRAGE  

Decoration 
Art. no. 2594 
7 colours 
Width 145 cm / 57 inch  ↔ 
51SE/49PES 
IXCKP     kQ 

 

MOIRAGE is a traditionally produced real moiré. Two layers of a rep go through a calender under high 
pressure and create an all-over wave-like moiré. The pattern is not repeated in width or height and is 
therefore without repeat, however, it may differ in colour depending on production and most likely will be 
different compared to your sample. Therefore every piece is unique and has an individual design which is 
typical for a real moiré. When hung in panels the result is a harmonic as well as elegant decoration. 
  
 

  

 
 

JARDIN 
Decoration  
Art. no. 2595 
5 colours 
Width 140 cm / 55 inch  ↔ 
Repeat 79 cm / 31 inch 
58SE/42LI 
IXCLP     Q 
 
 

JARDIN is a generously proportioned damask design expressed in floral forms. The luxurious decorative 
fabric skilfully combines brilliant, two-coloured silk areas in a vine design with natural linen fabric in the 
matt background. The combination of high-quality fabric and modern colour combinations bridges the gap 
to the world of contemporary design. Here, the typical colour world of the TRENDITION collage 
collection is reflected in all the colour combinations. The palette covers 3 strong, fashionable shades and 
also 2 elegant combinations in cream and beige. 
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SHALIMAR 
Decoration 
Art. no. 2596 
4 colours 
Width 138 cm / 54 inch  ↔  
Repeat 56 cm / 22 inch 
65SE/35CV 
IXCLP     Q 

SHALIMAR is a decorative fabric that attracts attention through its traditional, clearly interpreted 
ornamental pattern, and is yet another highlight of the SAHCO Collection, available in four spectacular 
colours. The combination of print and embroidery on a silk background brings together two sophisticated 
fabric techniques. The pearl pigment in the printing dye gives the dots a metallically shimmering shine effect 
which contrasts charmingly with the structured embroidery and elegant dupion silk taffeta. SHALIMAR is an 
extremely luxurious decorative fabric in terms of both its material quality and its aesthetic appeal. 
 
  

 
 

BLOQUE 
Cover fabric 
Art. no. 2597 
5 colours 
Width 138 cm / 54 inch  ↔  
Repeat 23 cm / 9 inch 
100CV 
IXCLP     F 

BLOQUE is an elaborate draw and cut velour that plays with contemporary colour combinations. The 
squares combine alternating pile and loop patterning on the background fabric, creating a striking relief 
effect. The small dot in the pattern gives the colours an additional accent and subtle two-colour effect. On 
a background made from mercerised cotton stand brilliant, dynamically graphic blocks of elegant viscose. 
The 5 fashionable, finely harmonising colour combinations underscore the powerful character of this high-
quality cover fabric.  
 
 

 
 

VOYAGE 
Cover fabric 
Art. no. 2598 
3 colours 
Width 135 cm / 53 inch  ↔  
100CV 
IXCLP    E c 

VOYAGE is a special cover fabric in attractive viscose. Regular stripes are enhanced by the sophisticated 
mixture of six different pile colours. With their elegant viscose sheen, these contrast with the matt cotton 
satin background fabric. The sophisticated weaving technique on traditional draw and cut looms gives 
VOYAGE a character all its own, including the fine structure in the pile. The 3 multi-coloured shades are 
versatile enough to allow a wide range of combinations, turning special items of furniture into an eye-
catching feature in terms of both quality and appearance.   
 

 


